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鲢敘黌唻婠詀㛄㚧抲熱鑫尫樭艊㒄烢䯩詆侳䯖茩頌侳蹺婠詀㛄㚧

駡誒鮪跤蹺呺㣻艊踽㒄慙徔曧鳘躅䯩

鮪㫓詛艊竊妘䯖斶叄恖梮艊坢㡽懲嬱鳏髦掤闛鑫™酛艊＃╖

俧豕燍矇￥墡瀕、墡慘艊昷媀醭畝㮰躅酘唻ⅩⅩ窩駡咇徏咲㳚。

濱俧㿊蔠徏悪俧㓅唒。箏靕墡慘徏筧鉢諦慘䯖㰊桹詵镾僨羠、

窩駡咇澐鞲俋矇艊窩駡橎鄩筧跤⺖壇蟇熱棾䯖抲辭桖鎢鄫

宆詇陝艊鉢䖢䯖㳕羮㚯蘚墡巃㓌桖鞐㬎。桖糴䨺鞡。桖擊姾艊棞

旿、彿髦㫤燍嶯勢窩駡㛄㚧嶨鎢媰㜉擊姾、㫥㳚忞慇艊擊姾醭鳢

䅡鲋酽鞶嶯躏醢艊跣鳏妟螆呏姾䯖㫤婜輩勢酽跣鳏艊赗蜶擊姾䯖

蹰靧鲋桖妭嗃䉳醢艊酽斾跣㯵䃸。酽咲駡誒徏曧酽跣蛼嶼艊擊姾

螆蜑、㫥鲢㓅唒忞嬱桹錫鲋㳛昦呯躏梥棾艊窩駡裶䄄嶗粶乵、

NBBJ靪撾鲋鮪瑪絑餱縶廟㛄㚧熱錨桹醖㢐烐豈艊䎋茩、鮪

彿髦艊跤蹺呺㣻嫕跤䯖跤銊筧䄯躐䄄艊㛄㚧諦慘踵抲緣攝昦。䖇

誤攝㬬撾嶗婠襫瑪絑嗃䉳艊諦慘鎽跀抲辭鑫梽＝、㫥謾跤艊饅䀽

慙徔鮪鲋䯖偧駁鮪䎋茩黥僔婠襫酽跣鄖㜉酛酽艊筧䄯ⅩⅩ藥愥趵

踽昷。㛄㚧壎嶗諤跣諦慘昷ⅩⅩ㫥樭醭鳢懲瀯跣彾蘚㰊镾嫮彾荁

鲒鎽跀䯖㫤镾鮪跤蹺寚㬫艊昻墡㫧蠿跤䗮敱鰱呺粷桭䗮閔㠮艊裶

䄄䯖讜暚雩镾懲䎋茩艊攝昦喼詵镾鰱僨慽勢椥靪、

䯒梪旝抴蹕羾 NBBJ抲辭䯓

迫涌挠
NBBJ

頴緤陸 · 髤濕杚昤䯤NBBJ 諦．鳏。蹺䅕趵烏㠥㠩鳏 
Eric Phillips: Partner and International Practice Leader of NBBJ
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Shenzhen Headquarters of Tencent  
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銊蹺NBBJ婠詀鲇烏忞彾襫鲋1943妘䯖曧瑪絑䎈鄀㛄㚧鲇烏忞躐酽䯖茩頌鮪跤蹺墱呝彾㢋
㫓300跣䎋茩䯖妛㛄桹䒮珜窩駡咇嶗醢犦窩駡咇䯖謾跤訅酽跣䎋茩踵醢犦姉暷梕縶櫷叧樍
䯒1990䯓、

NBBJ, founded in 1943, is one of the world’s top design firms. It currently has 
two offices in ChinaⅩHong Kong and Shanghai, and has completed more than 
300 projects. Moreover, its first project in China is the Shanghai Ing Chang-ki 
Go School (1990).
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What made NBBJ enter the Chinese architecture market at 
the beginning? 
NBBJ was founded more than 75 years ago in Seattle as a 
partnership between four leading architects. Over the years, 
we’ve expanded globally, establishing 12 o!ces across 
the world. In China, we have two o!ce locations. One is in 
Shanghai, which we opened more than 15 years ago, while 
we have been in Hong Kong for over five years. 

Our earliest connection with China can be traced back 
to the 1990s. Our first project in the country was a design 
concept for a school. Its harmonious black-and-white grid 
celebrated a culture of learning to create an environment 
that supports knowledge exchange between students and 
teachers. The school is still operational today. Since then, 
our practices in China have expanded to sectors such as 
corporate headquarters, commercial mixed-use, hospitality, 
healthcare and most recently science.

With a long-standing relationship with cities in China, 
we’ve witnessed the fast development and great changes in 
this country in over nearly three decades. Every project is a 
new excitement for my team and me. Since this year, my new 
role transitioned from Asia Practice Leader to International 
Practice Leader. One of my key priorities, without any doubt, 
is the China market. China has been an integral part of our 
long-term global strategy.

Please introduce NBBJ’s most important project in China.
At NBBJ, we have a fellowship program with Dr. John 
Medina, which explores the links between cognitive neuro-
sciences and the built environment. This program helps us 

to understand stressors and workplace barriers in the design 
of human experience. Some of our most important work in 
China demonstrates how to create uplifting o!ce experi-
ences and find a new, more purposeful rhythm of life. For 
example, the two-million-square-meter Tencent Dachanwan 
Net City places the needs of the people and the environ-
ment before cars in an interconnected, organic ecosystem. 
Inside Net City, vehicles are diverted into basement levels 
around each plot and separated into fast and slow tra!c 
zones. A green corridor that connects all plots is reserved 
for pedestrians, bicycles and autonomous vehicles. A public 
transit network accommodates subway stops, high-capacity 
buses and ferries.

Another good example is the newly completed Alibaba 
Xixi Campus Phase 4. Unlike conventional o!ce campuses, 
access to green space is woven throughout. It is planned and 
designed with four o!ce courtyards, two dining courtyards 
and one central plaza. All the workstations are a minute 
or less from nature, so employees can enjoy a garden-like, 
daylit work environment. Furthermore, a variety of di"erent 
work settings —from team collaboration zones to quiet nooks 
for solo work—allow people to work anywhere, anytime.

In your architectural practice in China, what challenges you 
have encountered, what kind of experience or important 
achievements have impressed you most? 
As touched on earlier, I lived and worked in China for twelve 
years. During this time, my team and I witnessed and en-
gaged in the remarkable changes around China. Our Chinese 
clients are very ambitious in building world-class, top-notch 

landmarks in their own fields and supportive of innovative 
building design and sustainable technologies. This challeng-
es us to think big and move fast to meet changing needs. 

We’ve carried what we’ve learned from the U.S. into our 
China practices, such as best practices and thought leader-
ship. It is exciting to see China innovate on what the future 
of work can be and see these ideas filter back to the U.S.  
Innovation has been a key driver in China’s development for 
years and we’re seeing the world’s most cutting-edge build-
ings rise from the streets of Chinese cities today.

Partnering with China is rewarding for American 
architects and the architectural profession in general. On 
our global team, there is never a shortage of talented 
native Chinese architects and designers. Those in-house 
interactions also help deepen our understanding about this 
country’s history, culture and aspirations. The twelve years in 
China have been incredibly memorable and rewarding.

As you mentioned, NBBJ has been practicing in China for 
more than 10 years and has been involved in designing 
many corporate headquarters. In your opinion, compared to 
other regions of the world, are there any unique commonal-
ities between “o!ce buildings” or “o!ce spaces” in China? 
What are the social factors that contribute to these char-
acteristics? What are the di"erences between the needs of 
Chinese and foreign companies in terms of o!ce space?
NBBJ has a proven track record of success designing cor-
porate headquarters in China. One crucial factor that drives 
that success is our clients. Our corporate clients in China 
are motivated to build world-class workspaces and environ-
ments. Our clients, as industrial leaders in their own field, 
seek unique spaces to reflect their core values and corporate 
culture, help attract and retain top talent, and also benefit 
people’s physical, mental and social well-being. Our designs 
provide a variety of work settings so people can work 
anywhere, anytime as they prefer. We create future-proof 
spaces and environments so they can adapt over time as 
organizations grow and expand. 

Our Chinese clients are extremely committed to 
sustainability—and that desire has strengthened as a result 
of COVID-19, pollution and climate change. One recent 
example is the Tencent Dachanwan Net City. It is planned 
and designed to be an almost car-free city. The central idea 
is that it is for people, not cars. Another example is the vivo 
Smartphone Headquarters. The design is to integrate nature, 
health and equal access to amenities. Employee amenities 
spiral upward through planted terraces and gardens at the 
middle levels before culminating at a penthouse, o"ering 
event spaces, conference rooms and sweeping views of 
Qianhai Bay.

Through years of practice, how do you think people’s o!ce 
patterns have changed or what innovations have been 
achieved? How have these changes impacted or required 
architectural design? Moreover, what are the main chal-
lenges for foreign architects or architectural design firms 
currently practicing in China?

Over the past few years, the rise of digital technology has 
allowed people to be untethered from the traditional “heads-
down” workstations. Work is no longer about absolutes—
o!ce or home, heads down or heads up, or independent or 
team-based tasks. 

We see o!ces are breaking apart large clusters of 
desks to provide a more curated experience and using 
materials that help employees feel comfortable, inspired and 
healthy. We also see an increased emphasis on health in the 
o!ce. The health that I mentioned here is not just generally 
focused around the physical wellbeing of an individual, it 
also extends to a person’s psyche and on an even broader 
level, the prosperity of an entire department, company or 
community. These observations redefine what o!ce spaces 
and environments can be. 

At NBBJ, we are highly committed to design excellence 
for our projects around the world. In our China practice, we 
see the design collaboration between China and the U.S. 
as an incredible opportunity to enhance innovation, drive 
creativity and build partnerships on a global scale. Central 
to this is creating an aligned team at the beginning—from 
client to designer and collaborators—not only so everyone 
is connected and the highest quality spaces are delivered 
e!ciently in China’s fast-paced construction boom, but so 
projects can be the most innovative as possible.

(All figures are provided by NBBJ)

䅏㳚墴墴㒂璏艤嶼蠐梕 Alibaba Xixi Campus Phase 4 vivo杶镾忲梽岄㯵 vivo Smartphone Headquarters
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